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VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS ON
CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

SHUKICHI TANNO

Abstract. We define the generalized Tanaka connection for contact Riemann-
ian manifolds generalizing one for nondegenerate, integrable CR manifolds.
Then the torsion and the generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature are de-
fined properly. Furthermore, we define gauge transformations of contact Rie-
mannian structure, and obtain an invariant under such transformations. Con-
cerning the integral related to the invariant, we define a functional and study its
first and second variational formulas. As an example, we study this functional
on the unit sphere as a standard contact manifold.

0. INTRODUCTION

Chern-Hamilton [3] studied a kind of the Dirichlet energy concerning the
Webster torsion x of a 3-dimensional compact contact manifold, and a prob-
lem analogous to the Yamabe problem on conformai deformability to a constant
scalar curvature metric. Jerison-Lee [4, 5, 6] also obtained theorems in the
setting of compact strongly pseudoconvex integrable CR manifolds, which are
analogous to Aubin's theorem for the Yamabe problem. Here, the scalar curva-
ture is the Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature *S of a nondegenerate, integrable
CR structure. Corresponding to conformai geometry in the Riemannian case,
Jerison-Lee [4] defined an invariant X (CR invariant) for a compact strongly
pseudoconvex, integrable CR manifold.

A contact manifold (M ,rj) with a Riemannian metric g associated with r\
is called a contact Riemannian manifold. The notion of contact Riemannian
structure is wider than the notion of strongly pseudo-convex, integrable CR
structure, because the former satisfying the integrability condition Q = 0 (cf.
(2.1)) corresponds to the latter. Therefore, the research on contact Riemannian
manifolds has two aspects: the first one is to study contact manifolds with
the aid of associated Riemannian metrics, and the second is to give natural
generalizations of results on strongly pseudoconvex, integrable CR manifolds.
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The motivation of this paper is the following: Since there are so many
Riemannian metrics associated with a contact form n on a contact manifold
(M, n), we want to find some proper one among them canonically related to n .
One method of finding conditions of nice Riemannian metrics is to study varia-
tional problems and their critical points. Furthermore, in the study of a contact
manifold (M, n), it is desirable to find differential geometric properties which
are independent of the choice of contact forms fn, f being positive functions
on M. So, we study gauge transformations of contact Riemannian structure.

One basic idea is to define the canonical connection, the torsion tensor and
the scalar curvature for a contact Riemannian structure, considering contact
Riemannian structure as a generalization of strongly pseudoconvex, integrable
CR structure. Then we can study variational problems related to the torsion
or scalar curvature, and we obtain an invariant under gauge transformations of
contact Riemannian structure.

§1 and §2 are devoted to preliminaries for contact Riemannian structures
and CR structures. In §3 we define the generalized Tanaka connection *V
for a contact Riemannian manifold generalizing the Tanaka connection for a
nondegenerate, integrable CR manifold. We get the torsion tensor *T of *V.
In §4, the space of all Riemannian metrics associated with a contact form on a
contact manifold is explained.

In §5 we study a critical metric of the Dirichlet energy concerning the torsion
tensor * T with respect to deformations of Riemannian metrics associated with
a fixed contact form. In §6 we give the relation between the torsion tensor and
the generalized Webster torsion. Furthermore, as the referee kindly pointed out,
the method of adapted moving frames for the complexified tangent bundle, as
in Webster [18], is useful also for contact Riemannian structures. So, we give
the structure equations with respect to the complex adapted frame.

In §7 we study a condition concerning the torsion tensor, because it is related
to some interesting geometric properties.

In §8 we define the generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature *S for a
contact Riemannian manifold, generalizing one for a nondegenerate, integrable
CR manifold. In §9, as a generalized notion of conformai deformations in
the Riemannian case, we define gauge transformations of contact Riemannian
structure. In § 10 we obtain the transformation law of the generalized Tanaka-
Webster scalar curvature under gauge transformations. In §11 we obtain an
invariant under gauge transformations of contact Riemannian structure. The
existence of an invariant itself has an importance in the geometry of contact
structures.

In §12, concerning the integral related to the invariant obtained in §11, we
define a functional on the product of two spaces and study the first variation.
In § 13 we obtain the expression of the second variation of the functional at a
critical pair.
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In §14, since the odd dimensional unit sphere is one of the standard models
of contact Riemannian manifolds, we study the behavior of the functional in
the neighborhood of a special critical pair, on the unit sphere.

1. Contact Riemannian manifolds

An m-dimensional manifold M is a contact manifold if it admits a 1-form
r\ such that r\ A (dn')n ^ 0 everywhere on M, where m = 2n + I. By a
function or tensor field on M we mean a smooth one. We fix a 1-form n
among {fr¡ : for positive functions / on M}, which is called a contact form
associated with the contact structure. Then we have a unique vector field £
such that

n(i)=\,       Lin = 0,    i.e.,iidn = 0,
where L* denotes the Lie derivation by S, and L denotes the interior product
operator by <^. It is well known that there is a Riemannian metric g and a
(1,1)-tensor field <j> suchthat

g(Z,X) = n(X),       2g(X,4>Y) = dn(X,Y),       tfxßX = -X + n(X)Z,
where X and Y are vector fields on M. g is called a Riemannian metric
associated with n. The next relation follows from the above.

44 = 0,       n(4>X) = 0,
g(X,Y) = g(tj>X,<pX) + n(X)n(Y),

dn(X,4>Y) = -dn(4>X,Y).
Lemma 1.1. Concerning the Riemannian connection V with respect to g, the
following hold:

(i) Víz/ = 0, V¿ = 0, <rv(z/r = 0;
(ii) Vr<r = 0, Vr4.rj = -2nnJ;

(hi') Vrz7(</)^ and V(z/r^ are symmetric in i, j;
(iv) V^ = 0.

Lemma 1.1 is known. We give here simple proofs, (i) follows from 20.  =
Vflj - Vj»i > vMfil) = ° and Z% = 0. where 4>ij = giri?..

The first assertion of (ii) follows from the fact that volume element dM of
(M,g) is equal to (a constant multiple of) nA(dn)" and that L^n = 0 implies
L((n A (dn)n) = 0. To prove the second assertion of (ii), we first notice that
V>,.£; = -(t>rjVrn] = -4>rJ4>rj = -2n implies

(V>;. + 2nz/.K; = 0.
Next we verify

(V/j + 2nnj)<pik = -<t>iiVlct>jk = 0
by using the closedness of dn . Thus we get (ii).
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Since
L(tf>U4>jk = L({<t>iJ<t>jk) - 4>iJL^jk = 0,

and L(4>'Jnj = 0, we obtain Lt4>'J = 0. So, 4>u = g'rgjs4>rs implies

Writ + V/^ - Wr«j + VjtlJÚ = 0.
Writing down dn(X ,tf>Y) + dn(4>X ,Y) = 0 in the tensor components and
adding the result to the above, we get (iii' ). (iii) follows from (hi' ).

Finally (iv) follows from L(dn = 0 and (iii' ).

An orthonormal frame {Ç,ea,ea} is called an adapted frame, if e& = 4>ea ,
where a = a + n , and a,ß, ...  run from 1 to n .

For tensor fields T = (7V) and V — (V¡¡) for example, we use the following
notations:

(T;V) = TiiVij = girgJsTrsVij

and \\T\\2 = (T;T).
For more details on basic properties of contact Riemannian manifolds, see

Blair [1], Sasaki [7], Sasaki-Hatakeyama [8], Tanno [12, 13], etc.

2. Contact Riemannian structure and CR structure

Let TM be the tangent bundle of a manifold M and CTM be its complex-
ification. Let S be a subbundle of CTM and suppose that SnS = {0} , where
S denotes the complex conjugate of S. Then there is a unique subbundle P of
TM such that the complexification CR of P is written as CR = S + S (direct
sum). P is the real part of S + S. Also we have a unique homomorphism
/ : P —» P, such that J2 = - Id, where Id denotes the identity, and

S = {X-iJX;XeP).

{P ,J} is called the real expression of S.
Furthermore, we suppose that M is an m-dimensional contact manifold

with a contact form n and that the above P is defined by n = 0. If the form
L (the Levi form) defined by

2L(X,Y) = -dn(X,JY),       X ,Y e P,

is hermitian, then (M,n,J) is called a nondegenerate, pseudohermitian man-
ifold. This condition is equivalent to the partial integrability condition of S :

[Y(S),Y(S)]dT(CP),

where T(S) denotes the space of all sections of S. If the integrability condition
of S:

[r(5),r(5)]cr(5),
is satisfied, then (M,n,J) is said to be integrable.

If the Levi form L is positive definite, then "nondegenerate" is replaced
by "strongly pseudoconvex". A nondegenerate (strongly pseudoconvex, resp.),
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integrable pseudohermitian manifold is also called a nondegenerate (strongly
pseudoconvex, resp.), integrable CR manifold.

The notion of strongly pseudoconvex, pseudohermitian structure is equiva-
lent to the notion of contact Riemannian structure, by the relation g = L+n®n,
where the same letter L denotes the natural extension to a (0,2)-tensor field
on M.

We define a ( 1,2)-tensor field Q on a contact Riemannian manifold by

(2.1) Cjk-V^J + ̂ V^ + ̂ V^.
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,n,g) be a contact Riemannian manifold.  We define
J by J = 4>\P, where P denotes the subbundle of TM defined by n = 0.
Then (M,n, J) is a strongly pseudoconvex, integrable CR manifold, if and only
z/<2 = 0.
Proof. It suffices to show that the integrability condition
(2.2) [X - itpX, Y - i<f>Y] e Y(S),       X, Y e Y(P),
is satisfied if and only if Q = 0. Since dn(X ,Y) = dn(<j>X ,<f>Y) holds on
(M, n, g), we see that [X, Y] - [tf>X, 4>Y] e Y(P) (and [4>X, Y] + [X, </>Y] e
Y(P) ) holds for X, Ye Y(P). Therefore, (2.2) is equivalent to

[<t>X, Y] + [X,4>Y] = 4>[X,Y] - MX.m,       X,Ye Y(P),
which is equivalent to

m*. Y - V(Y)Z] + <t>[X - n(X)Z, m
= -[X-n(X)í,Y-n(Y4] + [<¡>X,<t>Y],       X,YeY(TM).

That is,

(2-3) *ívk*kJ - *;v„ - *;v,*tt+^„.
-2ri¿jk + iljiVfa + Vknt) - nk(Vinj + V .n.) = 0 .

Since dn is closed, the third and the fourth terms of the left-hand side of (2.3)
are calculated as follows:

-ti*.** + t'Mu = tyvAs + VM - tiVttjs + VA)

Therefore (2.3) is equivalent to

(2.4) ^¿,, + if/Vfc-O,
which is equivalent to Q = 0.     Q.E.D.
Remark. If m = 2n + 1 = 3, then S is 1-dimensional. So, the integrability
condition (2.2) is a trivial consequence.

3. The generalized Tanaka connection
Tanaka [11] defined the canonical affine connection on a nondegenerate, in-

tegrable CR manifold. Generalizing this connection, we define the generalized
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Tanaka connection *V on a contact Riemannian manifold (M,n,g) by

(3-1) Xk = rijk + 'iÄ-vAk+iiVjVk>
where the Y'jk denote the coefficients of the Riemannian connection V. The
torsion tensor *T of *V is given by

(3.2) % = n/, - <j>)nk - V/nk + V^ + 2^¡k .

Proposition 3.1. The generalized Tanaka connection *V on a contact Rieman-
nian manifold (M,n, g) is a unique linear connection satisfying the following :

(i) *Vz/ = 0, *V£ = 0;
(ii) *Vg = 0;
(iii-1) *T(X,Y) = dn(X,Y)Ç, X,YeY(P);
(iii-2) *T(Z,<pY) = -4?T(Z,Y), YeY(P) or YeY(TM);
(iv) *Vxtf>-Y = Q(Y,X), X,YeY(TM).

Proof, (i), (ii), (iii-1) and (iv) are verified by (3.1) and (3.2). We show (iii-2).
The left-hand side of (iii-2) is

*r(£,¿r) = #r+v^,
where the second term of the last expression is calculated by using

V,i'>; = Vrz//' = (24>rj + Vjrir)<pri

= 2Sij-24inj-Vftt>ir.
Thus (iii-2) is verified. Next, suppose that *V and *V' are connections satis-
fying (i)-(iv). Let U be a (1, 2)-tensor field which gives the difference between
two connections. Then we can verify that U vanishes.     Q.E.D.

The Tanaka connection (in [11]) on a nondegenerate, integrable CR mani-
fold is defined as a unique linear connection satisfying (i), (ii), (iii-1), (iii-2)
and *V<t> = 0. So, our connection is a natural generalization. Notice that
Proposition 3.1 works for nondegenerate, pseudohermitian manifolds.

Proposition 3.2. On a contact Riemannian manifold (M,n,g),

(3.3) 2|f 71|2 = \\L(g\\2 + 8(m - 1) = ||L^||2 + S(m - 1)

holds. In particular, \\*T\\2 attains its minimum 4(m-l) if and only if Ç isa
Killing vector field.
Proof. By (3.2) and 4>'JVjni = -(4>;4>) = -(m - 1) we obtain

|f7f = 2||V£||2 + 2(m-l).
By L(g = (Vjijj + Vjn¡) we obtain

||L^||2 = 2||V«Í||2 + 2VVV.Z,,..
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Since Vjtij = 2<j)j¡ + V^. implies

(3.4) vrV;z/, = l|VÍ||2-2(m-l),
we get

|IVH2-4||VÍ||2-4(m-l).
Since Lt<f)'j = 4>'rL(grj and ÇrL(grj = 0, it is easy to verify \\L(<f>\\2 = \\L(g\\2.
Q.E.D.

4. The space of all associated Riemannian metrics

Let M be a contact manifold with a fixed contact form n . We denote the
space of all Riemannian metrics associated with the contact form n by J?(r\).
We fix one of them and denote it by g. Let {g(t)} be a curve in J?(n) with
g(0) = g. Then the structure tensors {<f>(t),Ç,n,g(t)} corresponding to g(t)
satisfying the following:

(4.1) gir(t)í = Vn
(4.2) 2gir(t)<l>rj(t) = 2<t>ij = Vinj-VJni,

(4.3) *ÍW<(0«-*í + «V
We put

(4.4) S,7(0 = Siy + 'A/; + ['2l,
(4.5) 4>Íj(t) = <t>Íj + ttpij + [t2],

where [t ] denotes a set of the terms of higher order (> 2) in t. Then h and
tp satisfy the following:

(4.6) Vr = 0'        1r<Prj = °>        ^ = 0,

(4.7) m;+^=o.
(4.8) fa'j + Úfj'O.
By (4.6)-(4.8) we can verify that h satisfies

(4.9) hij + hrs^sj = 0,    ix.,2hIJ=hIJ-hnMJ,
and tp is expressed as

(4.10) ?;=-*>;..
By (4.6) and (4.9) we see that h is expressed as

/0   0     0
(4.11) A= I 0   R     C

VO   C   -R
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with respect to an adapted frame at a point of M, where B and C are sym-
metric nx n matrices.

Here (and in the following) we use the following notation:
(i) For h = (/z..),/z+ means (h'A;
(ii) For S = (StJ) and T = (T¡), S-T means {SirT}).

Proposition 4.1. Let {g(t)} be a smooth curve in J?(n) such that g(0) = g.
Then h in (4.4) satisfies

(4.12) h+Z = 0,       h+<j> = -<bh+.

Conversely, let h be an arbitrary symmetric (0,2)-tensorfield on M satisfying
(4.12). Then {g(t)}, defined by

g(t) = g-e    ,        -e<t<e,

is a smooth curve in J7(n) such that g(0) = g.
Proof. It is easy to see that the two conditions hir£,r = 0 and (4.9) are equivalent
to (4.12). So, we prove the second half. By the definition of g(t) we get
g(t)(X, Y) = g(X, e'h+ Y), X, Ye Y(TM). We define <f>(t) by t¡>(t) = <j>eth+.
Then (4.12) gives

th+ ,        ,   -th*e    <p = <pe

Thus, we can verify three relations (4.1)-(4.3), and hence 4>(t), £ ,n and g(t)
are structure tensors corresponding to g(t).   Q.E.D.
Remark, (i) For a smooth curve {g(t)} in J?(n), the volume element dM(t)
is equal to dM. This corresponds to the fact that n A (dn)n is unchanged.

(ii) Let A = (A'j) be an arbitrary (l,l)-tensor field on a contact Riemannian
manifold (M,n,g) such that AC = 0 and A¡¡ = girArj is symmetric. Then h
defined by h+ = A + 4>A4> satisfies (4.12).

5. The Dirichlet energy E(g)

Let M be a compact contact manifold with a fixed contact form n. We
notice here that a contact manifold is orientable. For each g e J?(n) we
associate the generalized Tanaka connection *V and we consider the Dirichlet
energy fM \\*T\\2dM. By Proposition 3.2 (cf. also Proposition 6.1 below), it
is equivalent to consider the following

(5.1) E(g)= f \\Lig\\2dM.Jm
This Dirichlet energy was first studied by Chern-Hamilton [3] in the case of
CR manifolds of dimension 3. Since this integral has a natural meaning also
in contact Riemannian manifolds of general odd dimensions, we study critical
metrics g of (5.1) with respect to deformations in J?(n).
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Let {g(t)} be a curve in J7(n) with #(0) = g. We follow the notations
used in §4, and put g(t) and </>(t) as (4.4) and (4.5). Now we calculate the
integrand of E(t) = E(g(t)).

HMO"2 = (*" - tft'r^S - thÍSXL(8ij + tL(hijKL&s + tLihrs) + I'2]
= ||L{*||2 - H{h',g"LigljLig„ - (L^hiLçg)] + [t2] .

We show A'V%Sí;LíS« = 0. By (4.9) we get

2hirgJsL(glJL(grs = (h'r - hab4>la4>rb)(Vinj + V,.Z7,.)(V^ + V\)

which vanishes by Lemma 1.1. Therefore we obtain

^(0) = jt (JjLig(t)\\2dM(t)^ (0) = 2JjLih;Lig)dM .
By Stokes-Green's theorem we obtain

/ (Lh;Lig)dM= f (ZkVkhij + Vitkhkj + Vjikhik)(ViÇj + VJÇi)dM
Jm Jm

+ (V¿khkj + V¿*Aft)(V'$' + V;'í')] ¿A/

= /" /z, [-{*V,(Vr + V;'Ö + 2Vfí'(Vr + V;<f )] JA/ .
Jm

By Lemma 1.1 and (4.9) we obtain

2hu[-ikVk(VÇJ + Vyí')] = - (Äy - h^fyfv^t! + V;'Ó
= -2Ä./v.(Vr + V^''),O"9   vfc

2A/y.Vri W + VT)
= (A/rwv^'(vr+vr)
= A,7Vri'(Vr + V7«f) + K^'yn, ■ ̂.(vV + VY)
= tip ¿Ay? + v'f) - hy^v"? + V'£6)
= 2hij4>ri(V? + V7'0 .

Therefore, summarizing the above we obtain
dE.

U) = -2
JM

Now we prove the following.

Theorem 5.1. Let (M ,n) be a compact contact manifold.  Then an associated
metric g eJ?(n) is critical with respect to (5.1) if and only if

(5.3) ViLig = 2Lig-cf>.

dF r
(5.2) _(o) = _2y (h;ViL(g-2Lig.<l>)dM.
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Proof. Assume that E is critical at g. We define h by

h = VçLçg - 2L(g ■ <f> .

Then h is symmetric and h+Ç = 0 holds. Furthermore, we can verify that
h+4> = -<t>h+ holds. By Proposition 4.1, we see that g(t) = g • e' defines
a smooth curve in J?(ri). We apply (5.2) to this deformation to get h = 0.
Q.E.D.

g e J?(n) is said to be ^-critical if g is a critical point of the functional
E.

Remark. The condition (5.3) of our Theorem 5.1 is different from the condition
(for m = 3 ) obtained by Chern-Hamilton [3, p. 299]. This is because [3, p.
289, (36)... ] contain unhappy small errors.

Remark. Blair [2] proved the following: Let (M,n,g) be a regular compact
contact Riemannian manifold. Then g is ¿'-critical if and only if £ is a Killing
vector field.

Proposition 5.2.  g is E-critical if and only if

(5-4) nx/=2Sij - tin - *,*y ty
Proof. The left-hand side of (5.3) is written as

¿rV,( W = S'VrWjt + Wflj)

= 2?Rsjirns-2V¿WrnJ,

where we used the Ricci identity. On the other hand,

2#(Vry) = 2^(2^7> + 2V^7-)
= - 4(£,7 - n^) + 2(Vni - v£)Vrnr

Thus, we obtain (5.4).

Corollary 5.3. Suppose that g is E-critical. If \\VXÇ\\ = ||Vy£|| holds for unit
vectors X, Y in P, then the sectional curvatures satisfy K(Ç, 4>X) = K(Ç, <f>Y).
Proof. By (5.4), it suffices to notice the following:

6. The generalized Webster torsion
Let (M,n,g) be a contact Riemannian manifold. Let {i,ea,eä} bean

adapted frame field (locally defined). The dual frame to {C,ea,e&} is denoted
by {n,wa ,wa} . In this section we show that the Webster torsion ra can be
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also defined for (M,n,g). First we notice that the torsion tensor *T of the
generalized Tanaka connection is written as

*T)k = ^g'r(L(grknj - Ligrjnk) + 24'<t>jk.

Then we see that the components of *T with respect to an adapted frame
{£,,ea,e&} are given by

^Oß = _   *ß0 = _   *0ß =        jßO = l(Lçg)(ea ' eßl '

Top = ~   ¿fio =    ^0/3 ~ ~      ¡ß0 = 2~(Lçg)(ea ' eß) '
* rrß * t-,0 ~ r

aß pa aß '

the others = 0.

Now we put

ÖQ 1    /     a   ,    •    a. . i—T= -=(w   +iw ),        t = V-l,
v2

1 ,E  = —=(e  - teT),a fj v  a a' '

and da = 6a, Ea = ¿T. Then the torsion of a nondegenerate, integrable
pseudohermitian structure defined by Webster [18] is

xa = (dda(i,Eß))0ß.

This is well defined also in a contact Riemannian manifold. Let (wk) be the
connection form of V with respect to {C,ea,eä}. Then dda(^,E7) is given
by

2dda(C,Eß) = - waß(t) + wfá) + w°(eß) - wä0(eß)
+ i{-waß(Z) - waß($) + wa0(eß) + wl(eß)}.

By w[(X) = wj(Vxek), V^ = 0 and Vinj = 4>u + (l/2)L(gu , we get

(6.1) 2tq = {(L(g)(ea,eß) + i(L(g)(ea,eß)}Oß.

Thus, we get the following.

Proposition 6.1. In a contact Riemannian manifold (M ,n, g), the relation be-
tween the generalized Webster torsion x = (xa) and *T is given by

xa(X) = da[*T(í,X)],       XeY(CTM),

and the norm of x is given by

IM|2 = 2¿||tq||2 = 1||L^||2.
a=l

Remark. Since the language of adapted moving frames for the complexified tan-
gent bundle, as in Webster [18], is useful also in the case of contact Riemannian
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manifolds, we give the structure equations with respect to {C,Ea,Eá} . First
we get (¡)Ea = iEa, g(Ea ,Eß) = Saß and

(6.2) dn = -2ida A 6&.

By (œJk) we denote the connection form of V with respect to {£,Ea,E&}.
Then V^ = 0 and V{<¡; = 0. imply co°k(Ç) = œJ0(Ç) = 0. By V{0 = 0, we get
ofß(Q = coaß(C) = 0. Hence, we can put

a r,a r,ß   .     Aa nß 0(o0=Bß6p+Aß0p = -a>ä,

Up = Cpy0y + Ch°y-
Here, we can verify that Baß = -ioaß . Aaß is determined by (6.1). We use the

notation Aäß = Aaß and Aaß = A&ß . Then we can verify that 4Aaß6a ® <r =

L,g - iL.g • $. Now, our connection *V is expressed by *tok = *œJ0 = 0 and

(6.3) dda = dß A*coaß + dß A*coaß + nAra,

where *ofß -ofß + iaßn, *ofß = an and xa = A°L6ß .
The referee kindly pointed out that Theorem 5.1 can be easily proved by

using (6.3). In this case, we notice that (5.3) is equivalent to *V(Aaß = 0.

7. A CONDITION CONCERNING  * T

Concerning the torsion tensor *T, we consider one condition V?T = 0,
because it has some geometric meaning. First, we prepare a lemma.

Lemma 7.1. In a contact Riemannian manifold, sectional curvatures K(£,X)
and K(C,</)X) satisfy the following:

K(Ç, X) - K(t, 4>X) = -(V{L4/j)(A-, X)
for a unit vector X in P.
Proof. By the Ricci identity and Lemma 1.1 we get

(7.1) 2Rirjstr = -27jntVti, - ¿TV^V .„,. + V,.„,) .
Operating <p' <f7b to (7.1) and using Lemma 1.1, we obtain

iR,rjstr?OÍ = - 2v,V¿vVÍ - Ói^s^A + Vflj)

= -WJnbVaÇJ+ÇsVs(Vbna + Vanb).

Therefore we obtain

(7.2) RirjsaS - JW W; = -^s(Ligij),
which completes the proof.
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Proposition 7.2. In a contact Riemannian manifold, the following five conditions
are equivalent:

(i) vi*r = o;
(ii) V{V£ = 0;
(iii) ViLig = 0;
(iv) K(Ç,X) = K(Ç,4>X), XeY(P), ||X|| = 1;
(v) K(Ç,X) = K(Ç,sindX + cosd<f>X), XeY(P), \\X\\ = 1, 0<d<n.

Proof. Assume that V^T = 0. Then applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain

o=frtfa - fa - * A+v A>=^v A - ̂  A •
Since fV^jÇ'? = -<fv/v/ = 0, we get <f V^f = 0. So, (i) and (ii)
are equivalent. Since

V^ + V^ = 2V^ + 2^,,
and VJ = 0, we see that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. By Lemma 7.1, (iii) and
(iv) are equivalent. It is easy to show that (iv) and (v) are equivalent.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 7.3. Let (M,n,g) be a contact Riemannian manifold with V?T
= 0.

(i) Let X be a unit parallel vector field along a trajectory (which is geodesic)
of Ç such that g(Ç, X) = 0. Then the sectional curvature K(Ç, X) is constant
along the trajectory.

(ii) Ricci curvature Ric(£, Ç) is constant along each trajectory of Ç, and is
equal to 2(m - 1) - ||V£||2.
Proof.  V{V^ = 0 and (7.1) imply

(7-3) i*V,R^r = 0 .
Let X be one satisfying the condition of (i). Then (7.3) implies

ikvk(RirjsZTxixJ) = o,

which proves (i). Contracting (7.3) with g'J, we get £, VkRrsÇrÇs = 0. This
proves the first part of (ii). The second part follows from (3.4) and (7.1 ).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 7.4. Let (M ,n ,g) be a 3-dimensional contact Riemannian manifold
with V?T = 0. Then, for each point x of M, the sectional curvature K(£,,X)
is independent of the choice of X in P at x. If we denote this value by k(x),
then k is constant along each trajectory of £.

8. The generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature

We calculate the curvature tensor of *V. Let W be the (1, 2)-tensor field
expressing the difference between *V and V :

w¡ -*r' -r'wik - ljk   l jk ■
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Then
**lu = Rim + ̂ kK-^K + wu<-KK-

Therefore we obtain

(8-1)     %/ = Rik, + *kfa - V,fa + 2<t>%,
- faflfli + ty^njn, + ?VkVrfa - ¿V^fa

Contracting the above with respect to i and k , we obtain

*Rn = Rj, + 2gjl - 2nñ - njRJ5 - R^C - VrnjV¿ •

Since *RjiÇjÇ = 0, we define the generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature
*S for a contact Riemannian manifold (M,n,g) by *S = gj *R 7 (cf. Tanaka
[11, p. 186], Webster [18]). By (7.1) and (3.4), we obtain

Vrnsvr = -RJris = -2(m - 1) + ||V£||2 .

Thus, we obtain

(8.2) *S = S-RJr? + 4n,

where 5 denotes the scalar curvature of (M, g).

9. Gauge transformations of contact Riemannian structure

Let (M,n,g) be a contact Riemannian manifold and let a be a positive
function on M. We consider a new contact form fj = on and define structure
tensors (<j>,£,g) corresponding to rj under one condition:

(*) For each point x of M, the actions of </> and <j> are identical for Px
(i.e., the subspace of TXM defined by n = 0 ).

By calculating df\ = d(on), we obtain

(9.1) 24>ij = oinj-o]ni + 2o<t>w
where oi = VTo . By <f'<¡>u = 0, fj£' = 1 and (9.1), we obtain |<r = (l/o)Ço ,
and

(9.2) ? = x-tk+^y.

So we define £ by £,k = (l/2o)<pkoJ and get

¿* = ¿(Í* + C*).
By 4>u4>ik = -ôf +ikrjt and r\fik = 0, 4>ik is determined:

(9.3) 4>Jk = X-4>ik ■
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Now, by condition (*) we can put (¡> ' = </>'• + u'i/• for some vector field v on

M. By J7(.¿.' = 0 and 4>j'<t>jk - -S'k +£ f¡k, v is determined:

v =-(o -to<).

By the expressions of </>.   and </>'. , we obtain

i,j = o{g¡j - liCj - Çflj) + a(o-l + IICII2)^^ •
The inverse matrix (g-' ) of (gt,.) is given by

I7* = -(/j* - i7'^) + -^ + C;')(i* + Ck) ■
o o

The last relation is rewritten as

(9.4) <r(gJk-ÇJ?) = gJk-ÇJÇk -

Summarizing the above we obtain the following.

Lemma 9.1. Under condition (*), a gauge transformation n —> tj = on of a
contact form n induces the transformation of the structure tensors of the following
form:   ,,

Pi 1 / Ki    ,    -/\ yi 1      //'     j

<l>j = <t>j + 2¿(° -fr-Z')np
S,j = <r{gtJ - »¿j - Zflj) + o(o-l + |K||2)z,.z/. .

We call the transformation of the structure tensors given by Lemma 9.1 a
gauge transformation of contact Riemannian structure.

10. The generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar curvature under
gauge transformations

Let / and f be two functions on a contact Riemannian manifold
(M,n,g). We define an operator Ap acting on the space of functions by
using the Laplacian A and £ :

Apf = Af- «/ = (gU - t/'ÓV,. V,
and (df;df)p by

(df;d/)p = (gU-titJ)ViJVj/ .

Furthermore, \\df\\2p means (df;df)p, which is equal to \\df\\2 - (Çf)2 .
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Theorem 10.1. Let (n,g) —» (rj = on,g) be a gauge transformation of con-
tact Riemannian structure. Then the transformation of the generalized Tanaka-
Webster scalar curvature *S is given by
,.„..                »a    »c    m + l           (m + l)(m - 5).. , ..2(10.1) oS=S-— Apo-y---^--\\do\\p.

Proof. Since g¡¡ in Lemma 9.1 is complicated, the direct calculation is some-
what difficult. So, we give here a method of better calculation, showing some
essential steps. Geometric quantities corresponding to g are denoted by ~.
We define W¡k by

w' = Y'   - Y'Wjk ~ljk     l jk

Then
W)k = 2è'a{yi8^ + VkSaj - ^a~Sjk) ■

The Ricci tensor R., is given by

*j, = rji + vwïj - v,wrrj + w;}wrrs - wsWls.

Transvecting the last equality by gj - tjt   and using (9.4) we obtain

(10.2)       o(S - Rj,??) = S- R/t' + (gJl - ïàvffîj
- (gil - ¿t'wffij + (gjl - ¿t'wffis
-(gJ'-tJi'WrjK-

Step 1. The third term of the right-hand side of (10.2) is

(gjl - ¿Ovffîj = vr(w;j(gJl - tjÓ) + vr(iJÓwír
First we calculate the following:

W[j(gj' - tJÓ = l2g"(V,gaj + Vjgal - Vagjl)o(gjl - tJil)

= eS^M?1 - ? I') - ^graVagjl(gjl - tJà

2
After calculation we obtain

»r[v/^)-v;(i(/-<f,«,))*i

(10.3) W[j(g" - ZJÓ = ^to ■ ? - ^-or

and

'V«     -^^-^2-H""llf-^^(10.4) Vr(Sg(/ -sja) = ̂ tVé - ^M-
Next, calculating

v,(rt')»J = V^i^g.j + V jgal - va~8jl)
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we obtain

(10.5)

vr(í W; = Vi* + <tY)va + -2to • cTvA
o o

-2(m-l)(o-l + Hill2) + lC^rr¡jC^tja + 2<¡>jrVJC

+ ¿CVrty(V'C« + VatJ)Ca + 4f(l - HillVCVr>/, .
Ste/z 2. The fourth term of the right-hand side of (10.2) is

By a direct calculation we get

/■m z-\ .ran   ~ ZtJ + 1
(1°-6) *    VjSra=—¿-aj-

Therefore

do.?)        -{gi'-Mw&j = -^V + -£rM»llî •

.Step 3. The fifth term of the right-hand side of (10.2) is

(10.8) (¿'-ïs'wïjK = Jm+l)¿?~l)w<>\?f

by (10.3) and (10.6).

Step 4. The sixth term of the right-hand side of (10.2) is

-(gil~tjt'wsrjw;s

= Hi" - e/«')IVy*BVir + 2VJj,V,glbgMgrb - 2VagjrVbglsgsagrb}.

The right-hand side of the last equality is calculated as follows:

±(/-íY)v,*rív,¿r
= -^H^il2 +^2-<7-i-IKII2) liv^ii2

+ 0 - ¿)(v*; VC)+^Vv¿, - ¿iwii2+jCv^yc1

- ¿(*+1+iiciiv^cvy c+¿iivh2.
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1 /   jl      zj c'\r>   -    n   -     ~sa ~rb
j(s  -ZZ)Vagjrvsglbg g

m-l
2oL

||^||2+(i-l)(^)

(¿(£7 " 1)2 + l|C|12) mi1* + lil ~ ff)(VÍ : VC)

2a
• (<T-i)2 + i||C||2 ivííii2 + —iivcir

+ -1(1 - o)Cvanr(tb + tb)VbC - §CVvA - -Ifr • ff VA
o u o

+ ¿Cv^fVí, + ¿(1 + K\\2KrVanri:sVans

+ À(l - *)ll VU2 + A(2T + Ca)VflC A/

+ -^ cr vfl?/tf* + c6)v, + Ao + ne ii2)(crv,»7r)2,
1/■   J''       ti<-'<n   ~    ï-t   -    ~sa ~rb-j(*   "Í f ^/J,-,"^,,*  g

--¿llallí.+ ^Cv,nr   .

+ -^<r(v/ + íTvA) - ^icifv^y Í* + I(V¿ ; v{i)

- ¿(i + IICII Vv^çVif, - ic"véz7arvûcr
-¿IIV+V+VII2

- Ai1 + IICH2)(CrC,v,»7r)2 - -V^X^* + cVv6c,.
2c ex

Since VfÇr = -(m - l)£o/2o, we obtain

- (// - zJzlwrsjK = ̂  ii^ié + iKii2^vrrj

rS„l

(10.9)

4o¿

- i(i + \\nt)Hbvbfi^Vtis - Vv^W + vrc6)C4

Q-i^HCII2)l|vccl|2.

Step 5. Since
a_Zj(va V - vr*y »^cY = - 2(<t>ybnr+<t>yrvb)cac

= l(Vöia+vavb)°atb>
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etc., summarizing (10.4), (10.5), (10.7)-(10.9), we get

o(S - Rj,??) = S - R/V - 2(m - l)(o - 1)
m+l . (m + l)(m-5).., ..2-~ p<7 ~ -4P- p '

from which we obtain (10.1).     Q.E.D.
If we define u and p by

_       2/n                  4(n+l)o = u     ,       p =-—,

then (10.1) is written as
(10.10) -pApu + *Su = *Su(n+2)l" .

This corresponds to the identity for a strongly pseudoconvex, integrable CR
manifold by Jerison-Lee [4].

Suppose that some constant *S is given. Then solving u satisfying (10.10)
on a contact Riemannian manifold is a problem corresponding to the Yamabe
problem in conformai geometry.

11. A GAUGE INVARIANT OF CONTACT RIEMANNIAN STRUCTURE

In this section we obtain an invariant by gauge transformations of contact
Riemannian structure. This is a generalization of an invariant for strongly
pseudoconvex, integrable CR structure obtained by Jerison-Lee [4].

Let (M,n,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold. We consider
n —► rj = on and follow the notations in §10.

Lemma 11.1. For a function f on M,

du) â,,= Ia,/+>.;*vr O   r o

Proof. By definition of Ap and À^ we obtain

= l(grS-ÇrÇS)(Vrfs-W°fa)

Applying (10.3) to the last line, we get ( 11.1 ).   Q.E.D.

We put o = u ' as before and p = 2 + 2/n . Then dM = u dM follows.
For a nonnegative function /on M, we define / by f = f/u. Then

(11.2) f fdM= f fdM .
Jm Jm

Lemma 11.2. The following equality holds:

(11.3) -pÀpf+*Sf = ux-p(-pApf+*Sf) .
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Proof. Calculation is straightforward by using (11.1) for Kp and (10.10) for
*S.   Q.E.D.

By (11.3) we see that

(11.4) f (-p~Apf+*Sf)fdM = f (-pApf+*Sf)fdM
Jm J m

holds for any nonnegative function / on M. Since

(11.5) / Apf-fdM=- [ \\df\\2pdM,
Jm Jm

we define zc,    , by

(11.6) K(,ig) = M{j¿p\\df\\2p + 'Sf2)dM-,f>0,JfdM=iy
Then (11.2), (11.4) and (11.5) imply the following.
Theorem 11.3. Let (M,n,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold. Then
zc,    , is invariant under gauge transformations of contact Riemannian structure.
Remark. For the related results on strongly pseudo-convex, integrable CR man-
ifolds, see Jerison-Lee [4, 5, 6].

Theorem 11.3 shows some importance of the integral given in (11.6). We
study this integral in the following sections.

12. The first variation of the functional F.,

Let (M ,n) be a compact contact manifold. By 7?(p) we denote the space of
all functions on (M ,n) satisfying / > 0 and ¡Mf dM = 1, and we consider
the following functional:

FKn):J?(n)*9-(p)-+R,

(g,f)= i (p\\df\\2p + *Sf2)dM
Jm

FM

As a special case, fixing g, we consider the functional:   F,    . : 7?~(p) -+ R,
defined by F{ng)(f) = F{1l)(g,f).

Let [g(t)) and {/(/)} be smooth curves in J?(n) and 7?(p) such that
g(0) = g and /(0) = /, respectively. We calculate dF(t)/dt at t = 0, where
F(t) = FM(g(t),f(t)):

(12.1) F(t) = / [p(gU(t) -^r)V,/(í)V./(í)
Jm

+ (S(t)-Rij(t)ÇiÇj + 4n)f(t)2]dM.
We put

(12.2) gij(t) = gij + thiJA[t2],

(12.3) f(t) = f + t<p + [t2].
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Then fMf(t)pdM= 1 implies

(12.4) / f~xy/dM = 0.
JM

h[ = 0 and (12.2) imply (cf. (13.3) and (13.4) below)

gi\t) = gij-thij + [t2],

S(t) = S + t(Vvshrs-hrsRrs) + [t2],

Rij(t) = RU + for*A + VrVÍ - *y*</> + I'"] •
Noticing that hr£r = 0, we get

-(VrV,A; + V,Vjh\ - VrVhu)áJ = 4hijVrn/j + 2V,hr^%?,
and hence we obtain

(12.5) ^-(0) = 2 [ (-pApf+'Sf)ydM+ [ (h;N)dM,
«« Jm Jm

where, putting b = 2 - p = -2(n + 2)/n, N = (/V(;.) is defined by

"u = 2/V, V/ + W,/V/ - f2Ru + 2fVMrj - \^r(f2hSij) ■
Since h,j77 = 0, we obtain (h;N) = (h; N1), where

NU = 2fV?7jf-2Rr(niVrVjf+ ^VfV,/) + 2/«/;^

+ ÔV,/"/ - bt/Wjf + ftptf) + Ktrfwj
- /2(R,,. - R^nj - RjrÇrr,( + Rj'^n^)

+ 2/2Vr^;-irVf(/2L^,,.).
By (4.9) we get (h;N') = (h;H), where 2Hi} = (ôr,ô) - tftfyK> ie'
(12.6)
2HU = 2/(V,.V./ - VrV,/#^) - 2fCr(r,iVrVjf+njVrVíf) + 2f¡£f-nir\i

+ Kv^jf-VrfvjWj) - KAiFjf+njVif) + Htrfwj
- f(Rij - *nMj - * A - * A + RrstrSS1i1j)
+ 2f2Ligi/J-ÇrVr(f2Ltgij),

where we have used L.gór,tj>s. = -Lfg¡., etc. (12.5) is nowÇ     rS     t      J Ç     IJ

(12.7) ^-(0) = 2 f (-pApf + mSf)>pdM+ f (h;H)dM .dt JM        r Jm
Proposition 12.1. For a compact contact Riemannian manifold (M,n,g), the
functional F.. is critical at the pair (g,f), if and only if g and f satisfy

(12.8) -pApf+'Sf = cf-x,
(12.9) H = 0,
where c is a constant and H = (11,7) is defined by (12.6).
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Proof. Suppose that g and / satisfy (12.8) and (12.9). Then (12.7) implies
that dF(0)/dt = 0 holds for any ip satisfying (12.4) and for any h coming
from {g(t)} . Conversely, suppose that F{) is critical at the pair (g,f). We
define a constant c by

c= f (-pApf + *Sf)f-XdMl f f2p~2dM
Jm I Jm

and a function y/ by

W = -pApf+*Sf-cf-X.
Then JMfp~xy/dM = 0 holds. Let {f(t)} be a curve in ^(p) to which ip
is tangent. We define h by h = H, where H is defined by (12.6). Let {g(t)}
be a curve in J?(r\) to which h is tangent. This is possible by Proposition 4.1,
since h satisfies (4.12). Then (12.7) gives

í(0) = 2 f y/¥dM+ f (h;h)dM .at Jm Jm
Hence we obtain ip = 0 and H = 0.     Q.E.D.
Remark. For a standard contact Riemannian structure  (n,gQ)  on the unit
sphere (Sm, g0) with m = 2n + I, F, , is critical at the pair (gQ, fQ), where
f0 = (vol(Sm, gQ))~x/p . In this case, *S = 4n(n + 1) and c = 4n(n + l)f¡~p .

Proposition 12.2. Let (M,n,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold
with constant *S. Then the functional F.. is critical at the pair (g,f) with
f = (vol(A/, g))-x/p, if and only if

(12.10) R,j - Rj^j - R,r(\ - Rjfn, + RJ^Wj
= 2Lig,r<prj - trVr(L(g,j) .

Proof. Since / is constant, the condition //. = 0 in (12.6) is equivalent to
(12.10).   Q.E.D.
Corollary 12.3. Let (M ,n ,g) be a compact contact Einstein Riemannian man-
ifold such that £ is a Killing vector field. Then F., is critical at the pair (g,f)
with f=(xol(M,g))-x/p.
Proposition 12.4. Let (M ,n ,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold.
Then g is a critical point of the functional fM*SdM on J?(rj), if and only if
(12.10) holds.
Proof. In the above discussion, if one puts f(t) = constant in (12.1), then the
proof is complete.
Remark. If m = 3, the condition (12.10) is equivalent to the fact that £ is a
Killing vector field. In fact, let X be a unit vector in P. Transvecting (12.10)
with X'<j>jrXr and using (7.2), we get

Ric(X,tpX)-g(X,R(tf>X,Ç)Ç) = -(L(g)(X,X),
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where Rie denotes the Ricci tensor. Putting X = ex, etc., we see that L*g = 0
holds. To prove the converse, assume that £ is a Killing vector field. Then,
considering a fibering U —► U/Z of an open set U of (M,n,g) and noticing
that the dimension of U/Ç is two, we see that the Ricci tensor is of the form
Rie = ag + bn®n (cf. [12, p. 313]). So, both sides of (12.10) vanish.

13. The second derivative of F(t)

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. For a 1-parameter family {g(t)} of
Riemannian metrics such that g(0) = g, we put

(13.1) fyM-fci + fAy + i^ + I*3].

where (h,j) and (ktj) are symmetric. The inverse (glJ(t)) of (g,j(t)) is given
by

( 13.2) gij(t) = gij - thiJ + t2(h\hri - kij) + [f3],

where kiJ = girgjskrs, etc. We define WJk(t) by

Then

<(0 = 5(vX+v;-vv
+ jKVjkl + vkk) - Vkjk) - hir(Vjhrk + vkhrj - vrhJk)) + [i3].

Calculating

Rj,(t) = Rj, + vrw¡j(t) - v,wrrj(t) + w;j(t)w;s(t) - w5rj(t)w;s(t) + tf\,

and gJ'(t)R,j(t), we obtain

(13.3)   Rj,(t) = Rj, + {<yrV,h) + VrVjh\ - VTVhj, - V,Vjh[)

+ V2VM + 2VM - 2Vy*;/ - 2VlVJk'r
- 2hrs(VrV,hsj + VrVjh„ - VrVshj, - V,Vjhrs)

- 2Vshsr(V,hrj + Vjhr, - Vrhj,) + V,hr5Vjhrs

+ VX(V/A; + V.A;-VfA./)
+ 2VrhsjVhs,-2VrhsjVshr,] + [t3],
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( 13.4)       S(t) = S + t(VrVshrs - VrVhss - hrsRJ

+ t2[hirhrjRij - kijR,j + V'V\. - VrVr/c;

- A'7(VrV,.A; + V,Vrh] - VrV\. - V,Vjhss)

+ |l|VA||2-ivrAjyA"] + [i3].

Let (M,n,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold and let {g(t)}
be a curve in J?(r\) such that g(0) = g . We put g(t) as (13.1) and <p(t) as

(13.5) ^(o = cp) + ttp) + /2<r/ + [/3].

Since the structure tensors {<t>(t),n,£,,g(t)} satisfy (4.1)~(4.3), we obtain
(4.6)-(4.8) and

(13.6) k,r? = &£ = *,$>] = 0,
(13.7) O.+A^; + ^ = 0,
(13.8) ^4>;.+í»>;+o>;.=o.

In §4, we verified h¡, + her,4>s¡ — 0 and h'ór. = -<p\tí¡. Furthermore we get*J '■*     *     J *      J '     J
tp,j = tpj, and

(13.9) ***;=***;•

Operating <j)[  to (13.7), we obtain k,j = <î>/r<^ + A(>Aj.  Applying (13.8) and
(13.9) to the last equality, we get k,j = —^>ir<¡>'j, and hence <!>,.. = -ftjKj ■
Therefore we get zc. + krs<t>r,<f>Sj = hirhr,. Summarizing the above we obtain the
following.

Proposition 13.1. Let (M,n,g) be a compact contact Riemannian manifold
and let {g(t)} be a curve in J?(n) such that g(0) = g. If we put g(t) as
(13.1), then we get

Um=<i>j- i(A>;.) + ?(<$>%) + [t3].
Furthermore k. satisfies

(13.10) 2k,j = k,j-kJ,<f>Sj + h,rhrj,

and hence 2k[ = hrshrs.

Now we calculate the second derivative of F(t) = F^(g(t) ,f(t)) at t = 0
assuming that F{ . is critical at the pair (g,f).
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Proposition 13.2. If F, . is critical at (g ,f), then

(13.11)

^-Ç(0) = 2 f (-pApip + *Sip)ip dM -2c(p - l) f f~2y/2dM
dt Jm Jm

- 2 f [2p(h;df®dip) - 2(V'V\ - A%)/>

+ (2VfV,A; - Vyh^fwUM

+ f [2||A||2/2 + A;Ar7R../2 + M>''7V,./V./

- {hijVrV,h] + h'^^Xj + V,*^,** + ^||VA||2}/2
+ {A"(2VfVAJ-VrVJA..) + IV1AriVjAfJ

Proof. We put

f(t) = f+ty/ + t2o + [t3].

Then differentiating (12.1) twice and using tír = 0 and 2zcrr = hrshrs, we obtain

(13.12)

^-|(0)= f [2p(tirhrj -kij)V.fVjf-4p(h;df®dtp)
dr Jm j

+ 2p(\\dtp\\2p + 2(df;do)p)
+ 2{hirhrjRij - kijR,j + V'Vfcy - hijVrV,hrj - A';V,VrA;r

- \{Wr*iK - 2VrV\ - 2hr\2VrV,hJS - VrVA7)

- V,A"V;Ari + 2V,A/rV^; - 2VrA,yAjKr/
+ 4(vV*„ - A%)./> - 2(2VrV/.A; - VrV\.)£'£'./y

+ 2*S(y2 + 2fo)]dM,

where we have used il(JV,hrj = -Ç'VfiJhrJ = 0, etc.
First we simplify terms in (13.12) which do not contain (ht..) nor (zc..).

Since

^ ^jj(t)pdM^j (0) = J [p(p - l)f-2tp2 + 2pf-Xo\dM = 0,
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we obtain

2 / [p(\\dy/\\2p + 2(df;do)p) + *S(ip2 + 2fo)]dM
Jm

= 2 f [(-pApip + *Sy)y + 2(-pApf + *Sf)o]dM
J M

= 2¡ [(-pAptp + *Sip)ip + 2cf~Xo]dM
Jm

= 2 f [(-pApip + *Sy/)V - c(p - l)f~2v2]dM .
Jm

As for terms in (13.14) which contain (k,,), by the way analogous to (12.5) we
obtain

- / [2pkUV,fVjf + 2(kURiJ-ViVjkij)f2

+ (2VrV,/c; - VrVrk,j)??f]dM

= f 2kuNudM= f (kiJ-krs<t>ir<l>Í + hlhrJ)N',idM
Jm Jm

= f 2kuHudM+ f tirtíiN¡' dM= f hlhrjN„dM
Jm Jm Jm

= f hirhrj(2fViVJf+(2-p)Vir7jf-f2Rij + 2f2gij)dM,

because A;Ar; satisfies 2A;Ar; = har hrb(S'aôJb + ^¿¿) and hence

h'rhrJirVr(fLtg,j) = 0,

tiThTi(2f2Vani4>aj) = hirtii(2f2giT).

Applying these to (13.14) and using

if h'y'uvFjf+v^jiïdM
= f ti^vvfdM

Jm
= f [^^ihirhrj + Vihir'VjhrJ + VjhirVihrj + hirVjVihrj]f2dM,

J M

we obtain the expression (13.11).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 13.3. Suppose that *S of a compact contact Riemannian manifold
(M,n,g) is constant. If F{r) g) is critical at f = (vol(Af, g))~x,p, then

(13.13) i*(L0) = 2f (-pAptp + (2-p)*Stp)vdM .
dr Jm

Proof. By (12.8) we get *S = cf"'2.  Putting h = 0 in (13.11), we obtain
(13.13).   Q.ED.
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Corollary 13.4. Suppose that *S of a compact contact Riemannian manifold
(M,n,g) is constant and that £, is a Killing vector field. If F^ is critical at
(g,f), with f=(vol(M,g))-x/p, then

(13.14)

^-Ç(0) = 2 f (-pApip + (2-p)tSip)>pdM + 4f f (h;VVy/)dM
dt Jm Jm

+ f2 Jj2\\h\\2 + hUhrsRirjs + tyfr*" + 2Í'V,Ar/VÍ
+ I||VíA||2-i||VA||2]í/A/.

Proof. Since £ is a Killing vector field, operating h'J to (12.10), we obtain
h'JR, = 0. By the Ricci identity we get

W^v^ + r^-r^a;,
and hence

- f [hiJVy,hr, + A°V,V,A' + V A;V;A'r] dM
Jm J J

= -f [2A'7V,.VrA; + h\hriR,j - hUhrsRirjs + V5hy,hir]dM

= / M>% + ̂ ""^rjs + Vfr**l dM .J M

Next, by V .£' = -<f>1.., we obtain

hrS(2VrV,hs] - VFJ^M
= 2hrsV,hJr^ + 2AWV,AA - 2hTSh,j<t>ir<t>is
= 2hrshJr4>\ + ̂ V^jh"^ + 2A%
= 7¿VthtJh"Ü,

(2VrV,A;-VrVrA,.)^ = 0,

Applying these to (13.11), we obtain (13.14).

14. Unit spheres as examples

Let (Sm, /?0) be the unit sphere. By A we denote the Laplacian with respect
to g0 . The k th eigenvalue kk of the Laplacian A acting on functions on the
unit sphere (Sm ,g0) is

Xk = k(m + k-l),       k = 0,l,2,...,
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with multiplicity 0(kk) ; 6(k0) = 1, 6(kx) = m + l and

Q\*-k> * m+k^k ~ m+k-2^k-2 ' ZC = 2, 3 ,-

Let Vk denote the eigenspace corresponding to kk. If m = 2n + I, then Vk
has the following orthogonal decomposition:

(14.1) Vk = n,k + n,k-2 + --- + K,k-2lk/2V

where [k/2] denotes the integral part of k/2, and for V eVk k_2q ,

(14.2) tfip + (k-2q)2y/ = 0
holds, where Ç denotes the Killing vector field associated to a standard contact
structure n on Sm (Tanno [14]).

As mentioned in Remark in §12, for m = 2n + 1, F,     . is critical at f0 =
(vol(Sm,g0))-x/p. (13.13) implies

d2F (0)=8(«_M) j {_A        2n¥)yfdsr
n      Js>»dt2

We may call *F, defined by

¥ = -Ap - 2«Id =^A + L(Lç -2nld,

the Jacobi operator corresponding to F.     ,. By (12.4), *¥ acts on the space of
functions ip on Sm satisfying js„ tp dSm = 0.

Theorem 14.1. Let (Sm ,n ,g0) ,m = 2n+ I, be the unit sphere with a standard
contact structure n, and let *F be the Jacobi operator at f0 = (vol(Sw , g0))~ lP

2 2corresponding to F{     y Then, the stability of F,     ^ at f0 (i.e., d F(0)/dt  >
0 ) is supported by

(i) Y = 0 for Vx,
(ii) V is positive for Vk, k>2.

Proof. Let tp e Vx . Then kx= m and (14.2) give

4V = rnip — \p — 2n\p = 0 .

Next, let tp e Vk k_2 , k > 2. Then (14.2) implies

*rV = k(m + k - l)ip - (k - 2q) y/-2ny/,

and the eigenspace decomposition by *F corresponds to (14.1) canonically.
Since

k(m + k-l)-(k- 2q)2 -2n> 2n(k - 1),
4* is positive for Vk with k > 2.     Q.E.D.

Next we consider (Sm, g0) with m = 4r+3. This space admits three Killing
vector fields {£,,. ,í(2) ,í(3)} , which are orthonormal and satisfy the following
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(cf. Tanno[15, 16], etc.)

(14.3) K(Q),ÍW] = 2ÍW>
(14-4) 4>(°Aß) = -(i,(ßA*) = t(Y)>
(14.5) 4>{a)4>(ß) - {{o) ® %) = -0(/>)0(a) + £(/,, ® *(o) = 4>w -
where {a,ß,y} is a cyclic permutation of {1,2,3}, and <¡>,a) = -V£(a) and
£0(í(a), X) = n,AX). Each n,a) is a standard contact structure on (Sm ,g0).
We denote g = g0 and £ = £,,,. Now we define A by

(14.6) h = v(n{2)®n{2)-n{i)®n{3))
+ w(n{2)®n{}) + n{3)®ri{2])

where f and to are functions on Sm . Then

(14.7) A,/ = 0,       A„. + Ar^. = 0
are verified. We notice here that any A defined by using only i/,2> and n,},,
and satisfying (14.7) is of the form (14.6).

Let tp = 0 or \p e Vx. Notice that \p e Vx implies VV^ = -y/g. We
consider the following deformation:

g(t),j = gi} + th,j + [t2],       f(t) = f0 + t<p + [t2] .
Then the first two terms of the right-hand side of (13.14) vanish. So, we calcu-
late quantities in the third term of (13.14). First we obtain

(14.8) ||A||2 = 2(i;2 + u;2).

Since g0 is of constant curvature 1, we get h'jhrsRirjs = -\\h\\2. Operating V
to h,j , we obtain

(14.9) VrA,7 = v(d>{2)rin{2)j + n(2)i<t>(2)rj - *(3)rt*(3W - 9(3)/*(3w)

+ «W(2W*OW + WoW + *(Drt'(2W + ?(3)«¿(2W)
+ VrU('?(2)/'/(2)7 - *(3)/W + VrWfa(2)i*<3M + ^(3)/^(2)J) ■

Therefore we obtain

Vr*J = (í(2)« + Í(3)U,)'?(2W + ("W + *<2)W)*(3U '

(14.10)
L VsK^thirdM =-fjv(Z{2)Z{2]v+Ç{3)Ç{3)v)

+ w(£(2)!;{2)w + í(3){(3)u>) - 4w • £ü] ¿Sm,

írVfA,7 = (2v+Çw)(n{2)in{i)j + 7(3)/»í(2),)

+ (-2w + Çv)(n{2)in{2)j - n,3)in<3)j),
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(14.11)
f   \\VM2dSm= f [S(v2 + w2)-l6w-Çv-2vÇ$v-2wÇÇw]dSm,
Jsm Js™

(14.12)        f  f'V,A rjhrs<t>isdM= f [4(v2+ w2) - 4w-Çv]dM,
Jsm Jsm

(14.13)
/   \\Vh\\2dM= [ [4(2n+l)(v2 + w2)-l6w-Çv-2vAv-2wAw]dM .
Js* Jsm

Substituting (14.8)-(14.13) into (13.14) we obtain

(14.14) Í-L(0) = fif [4(3-n)(v2 + w2)-4w-Çv
dt Js™

+ V(AV - tfv - ipyfp)« - ¿(3)¿(3)U)

+ uz(Auz - tfw - {(2)í{2)«> - í(3)í(3)«')] dSm .

Theorem 14.2. Let (Sm ,n,gQ), m = 4r + 3, be the unit sphere with a standard
contact structure n.   Then the instability of F, .  at the critical pair (gQ,f0),
f0 = (vol(Sm,g0))~X/p, is verified, for example, by the variation vector (h,ip),
where

(i) tp = 0 or tp e Vx ;
(ii) A is defined by (14.6) with v e Vk k_2 and w = (l/(zc - 2q))£v such

that
(a) k-2q>5,ifm = 3,
(b) k-2q>l,ifm>l.

Proof. We can see that the third and fourth terms in the integral of (14.14)
are nonpositive, and, if m = 3, they vanish. Let v e Vk k_2q. Then £,£,v =
—(k — 2q) v , and w = (l/(k - 2q))Çv satisfies

f   w2dSm = (k-2q)-2 [ (t;v)2dSm
Jsm Js"1

= (k-q)~2 f (-vtfv)dSr = f   v2dSm.
JS'" Jsm

Therefore, (14.14) gives

(14.15) ^rr(O) < 4/02 f [2(3 -*)-(*- 2q)]v2dSm .
dr Is*

(14.15) shows that the situation for n > 3 is somewhat different from the
situation for n = 1. If n = 1, one needs to choose k so that zc - 2q > 5 for
the negative second derivative.   Q.E.D.
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